Selective Majors

**Biological Sciences**
- Anthropology: Biological Anthropology
- Biochemistry
- Cognitive and Behavioral Neuroscience
- Cognitive Science with a Specialization in Neuroscience
- Environmental Systems: Ecology, Behavior and Evolution
- Global Health
- Human Developmental Sciences
- Marine Biology
- Psychology with a Specialization in Clinical Psychology
- Psychology with a Specialization in Human Health

**Jacobs School of Engineering**
- Cognitive Science with a Specialization in Design and Interaction
- Cognitive Science with a Specialization in Machine Learning and Neural Computation
- Environmental Chemistry
- Interdisciplinary Computing and the Arts
- Mathematics: Applied Science
- Mathematics: Computer Science
- Molecular Synthesis
- Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences

**Data Science**
- Cognitive Science with a Specialization in Design and Interaction
- Cognitive Science with a Specialization in Machine Learning and Neural Computation
- Interdisciplinary Computing and the Arts

**Public Health**
- Global Health
- Human Developmental Sciences
- Political Science: Public Policy
- Psychology with a Specialization in Human Health
- Sociology with a Concentration in Science and Medicine